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Abstract
This research studies the urban configuration of residential neighborhoods its effects on
pedestrian movement networks. It focuses on planning for car-lite towns and optimizing
movement networks to support pedestrian scale travel. The locations of Jurong Lake District
(JLD) and Tengah regions in Singapore are chosen based on recent initiatives to convert them
into car-lite developments. This research hypothesizes that areas with higher values of choice
and integration will support a more ideal pedestrian network. This is based on the space syntax
theory of ‘lived centrality’ which benefit from and attract movement (Hillier, 1996; Hillier et al.,
1993). The methodology adopted firstly establishes the spatial configuration of neighborhoods
through analyzed movement networks using the Depthmap software. Next, identified spatial
clusters are mapped in relation to points of interests and infrastructure to assess pedestrian
accessibility and walkability. This is then used to evaluate the strengths and shortcomings of the
urban configurations to support the pedestrian network. Future proposals will also be assessed
to determine how well they address these issues, and suggestions will be given to redesign
aspects which are lacking. The main findings suggests that the JLD region lacks in local scale
connections between identified sub-centers and that the existing infrastructure is unsafe for
pedestrian movement due to high-speed roads and poor cyclist and pedestrian divisions.
Meanwhile, Tengah lacks regional connections to its surroundings, and its land uses are poorly
suited for its proposed pedestrian networks. This project acts as a model for evidence-based
urban assessments and future proposals. It also re-approaches design methodologically with
targeted measures addressing prior oversights in a data-driven setting.

Introduction
The theory of Space Syntax is applied to deconstruct the complexities in restructuring
pedestrian movement. Research done in this field has produced significant contributions in the
study of urban morphology and its correlation with pedestrian movement patterns (Hillier &
Hanson, 1984; Hillier, 1996). Therefore, the case study of Singapore’s re-developed car-lite
towns that will transition from vehicular transport to active mobility (Hee et al, 2016; URA, 2020;
LTA, 2019) will be assess through a space syntax approach. Car-lite urban mobility was first
proposed in 2016 (Hee et al, 2016) due to the negative impact vehicular usage has on the
livability of densely populated cities from noise and pollution. This focuses on a paradigm shift in
urban mobility to rely on interconnected mobility options - designed around pedestrian usage.
Further proposals have also been made to connect the city via cycling paths within and between
neighborhoods on an island-wide scale (LTA, 2019); and a new walking and cycling design
guide was released to facilitate safer pedestrian and cyclist infrastructure (URA, 2020).
Currently, “car-lite” proposals focus on the improvement of infrastructural elements to support
increased public transport, pedestrian, and cyclist movement. However, there is a gap in
knowledge when it comes to addressing the changes in urban structure when reconfiguring for
pedestrian use. Therefore, Space Syntax quantitative methodologies alongside qualitative
research will assess the urban structure of an existing neighborhood. This is done through
analyzing their existing urban morphology and infrastructure and how it structures local to global
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pedestrian accessibility. There will then be proposed options on how to optimize movement
networks to support different forms of pedestrian travel to support a feasible vision for car-lite
regional hubs.

Research Questions
This piece of research assesses the urban form on two levels - understanding the existing
morphological form and function of the neighborhood, and quantitatively assessing its
pedestrian accessibility. The analysis of urban morphology is to capture the urban structure and
identity of the neighborhood, preserving its integrity when proposing new routes. The needs of
residents and visitors are also considered in relation to the urban form. Therefore, the research
questions are as follows:
The form and function of urban networks How is the neighborhood configured based on its movement networks?
Understanding levels of accessibility How can we establish a greater understanding of neighborhood identity with regards to spatial
and movement networks?
Evaluating planned modifications to support a “car-lite” network In which ways and to what extent can the modified spatial network facilitate the enhancement of
walkability in Jurong/Tengah?
Therefore, the hypothesis is that areas with higher values of choice and integration will be better
connected to amenities and transportation options and support a more ideal pedestrian network.
This is based on the theory of ‘lived centrality’ led by points of interest which benefit from and
attract movement (Hillier, 1996; Hillier et al., 1993).

Literature review
Space Syntax Theories: Centrality and the movement economy
The literature of Space Syntax has been closely linked to deconstructing the complexities of
spatial configuration and the role it plays in supporting pedestrian mobility (Hillier et al, 1993).
The theory of Space Syntax is based on the concept of movement in urban networks, which
involves pedestrian movement patterns; land use patterns linked to demographics, points of
interests and transport. These combined factors shape pedestrian routes and usage patterns
which affect levels of accessibility, supporting car-lite planning.
‘Lived centrality’ is a term which originates from Hillier’s theory of centrality, a dynamic process
that occurs in city centers and sub-centers over time (Hillier, 1999). This phenomenon affects
pedestrian movement in local centers led by retail, entertainment, and other land uses.
Therefore, the scale of movement in areas of ‘lived centrality’ can be measured through values
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of integration and choice which indicates to and through movement values in the area (Hillier,
1999). Higher value segments would indicate locations favored by the ‘movement economy’
process, which benefit from and attract movement (Hillier, 1996; Hillier et al., 1993). This theory
supports the assessment of “car-lite” neighborhoods and their ability sustain natural pedestrian
movement (Hillier et al, 1993), and hence, level of accessibility.

Existing Research: Pedestrian usage and movement patterns
Currently there has been limited research on the patterns of pedestrian movement in Singapore.
The earliest study of pedestrian movement in Singapore (Yuen & Chin, 1998), uses gate counts
to discuss the development of pedestrian streets in relation to activity generation in central
areas, but fails to address its relevance to the larger movement network. Later studies looked
mostly at pedestrian accessibility to points of interests or transit stations in Singapore through
Geographic Information System (GIS) in comparison to origin-destination map data (Olszewski
& Wibowo, 2005; Koh & Wong, 2015, Shin & Kai, 2018). Although the most recent research
(Shin & Kai, 2018) has considered much more comprehensive factors in pedestrian walkability
such as detours, road crossings, comfort, scenery, and points of interests based on the Latent
Demand Score model (Landis & Toole, 1996), there is still a lack in research on macro level
urban movement networks.
There is existing research in the field of space syntax on pedestrian movement and accessibility
studies within the urban network; based on the theories of centrality and the generated
movement economy (Hillier, 1996; Hillier et al., 1993). Empirical research has correlated spatial
accessibility to spatial distribution of retail commerce (Hillier, 1999; Chiaradia et al., 2009; OrtizChao and Hillier, 2007), population and employment density (Wang et al., 2011), and land use
density of office buildings (Kim and Sohn, 2002) as shown in Phenomenology of the movement
economy (Liebst, 2015). There have been practical applications of the theory of movement
economies and pedestrian sustainability through case studies of Hollands’ railway stations,
assessing mobility and wayfinding measured by street network inter-accessibility on different
scales (Van Nes & Stolk, 2012). Other works have also improved pedestrian accessibility to
public spaces through space syntax methodology (Ruben, 2012); and space syntax is used as a
tool to support an evidence-based approach to redesigning pedestrian and cyclist networks in
major cities (Baran et al, 2008; Radford et al, 2006; Manum, 2013). Therefore, it is possible to
generate a Space Syntax based methodology to assess neighborhood configurations through
its movement networks. Based on existing data, it would also be possible to assess each
established sub-center’s accessibility levels in accordance with their points of interests and
transportation networks.
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Methodology and Data
Location

Fig.1 Diagram of JLD and Tengah redevelopment (URA, 2020)
Five areas in Singapore have been gazette for development as car-lite precincts in 2018 (Zhaki,
2018) Locations selected will be redeveloped with better connectivity to public transport and
alternative active travel options (Fig.1). In the case of Jurong Lake District (JLD), an entirely
new car-lite neighborhood called Tengah would be situated alongside, planned for active
mobility options. The older JLD will be redeveloped with new pedestrian only networks and
cycling routes, with its center transformed into a public transport-only corridor with restrictions
placed on private vehicular (URA, 2020).
The original JLD neighborhood was developed as an industrial town in 1960 (The Straits Times,
1960), host to several industrial businesses producing bricks and canned goods (Tham, 2015;
Roots,2021). The town was successfully developed into a heavy industry region with low density
residential developments around the Jurong Lake Garden - later known as the Jurong Lake
District. Jurong East then was transformed into a mixed-use regional center for high-tech
industries serving up to 800,000 people (URA,1991). Commercial and mixed-use developments
were consolidated alongside existing MRT (train) routes, while global mobility was maximized
using major vehicular highways bisecting the neighborhood. Therefore, housing, and industrial
areas were intentionally planned to be accessible by vehicular accessways (URA,1991). The
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Jurong neighborhood remains mostly unchanged in its urban structure since its conception,
therefore special considerations must be made to address pedestrian only routes and
infrastructure accounting for its existing vehicular planning.

Approach
How is the neighborhood configured based on its movement networks?
Network movement patterns will be analyzed based on the segment analysis of a pedestrian
only map. The pedestrian map was created in a collaborative effort with a team from the Center
for Livable Cities, Singapore, based on more accurate google map data. This map has been
edited to include detailed double lines indicating pedestrian routes and street crossings in the
Jurong - Tengah region.
How can we establish a greater understanding of neighborhood identity with regards to spatial
and movement networks?
Points of interests were mapped in QGIS to account for distances to residential points,
categorized by identified sub-centers. POIs included markets, retail points, schools, clinics, and
bicycle parking areas, established as essential commute locations in a prior study of Singapore
pedestrian networks (Shin & Kai, 2018). This was overlaid with data on transportation nodes,
population density, and population demographics such as age and types of dwelling establish
the relationship between population needs, amenities. Data collected for this analysis was taken
from data.gov, a national repository of public datasets, maps, masterplans, and land use data
dating back to the 2000s.
In which ways and to what extent can the modified spatial network facilitate the enhancement of
walkability in Jurong/Tengah?
According to the identified issues within JLD, proposals for future plans will be assessed based
on how well they improve the existing mobility network. This is based on assessing changes in
the movement network through segment analysis values and identified key routes. This will also
evaluate how well Tengah functions alongside and connects to JLD. The future proposals have
been taken from announcements under Urban Redevelopment Authority, Housing Development
Board, Land Transport Authority and Singapore Land Authority (URA, 2021; HDB, 2021; LTA,
2021; Onemap,2021). Lastly, based on the evaluation, there will be proposals for potential
improvements to optimize these regions for “car-lite”, evaluated based on movement analysis.
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Analysis: Network Patterns

Fig.2 Jurong Lake District 2014 master plan (URA, 2014)
Jurong Lake District is mainly made up of residential plots interspersed with mixed-use
commercial-residential units (Fig.2). It is surrounded by industrial businesses in the south-west
region, with the east bring the central commercial and business district. However, the land use
allocations might not be entirely reflective of the urban configurational structure of Jurong.
Therefore, a segment analysis of JLD was done through Depthmap to extract the syntactic
properties of the pedestrian network. Choice and integration measures weighted by angular
change at different metric radius to reflect movement on different scales. These values were
then used to look at urban structures of centrality and natural movement (Hillier et al, 2010;
Hillier, 1996; Hillier et al., 1993). Choice values reflect through movement, the probability of
movement through street segments within a predetermined radius (Hillier et al, 1987).
Integration values measure how close the origin space is to all other spaces within the set
radius (Hillier & Hanson, 1984).
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Fig.3 NACH 2000: Normalized choice 2000m

Fig.4 NACH 5000 Normalized choice 5000m
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Fig.5 NACH n Normalized choice global
The main routes of pedestrian movement are seen through JLD’s foreground network taken
from the top 10% of choice values. This is highlighted on a global (Fig.5), regional 5km (Fig.4),
and local 2km (Fig.3) scale. The foreground has choice segment values of 1.082 on a global
radius, followed by 1.220 at 5km, and 1.236 at 2km. The values on a global scale (Fig.5) poorly
supports choice routes through JLD, indicating that the pedestrian roads function optimally on a
regional to local scale. Choice routes at a 5km scale (Fig.4) appears along the periphery of
Jurong Lake Garden connecting the south to the east and north, which extends down south at a
2km scale (Fig.3). This indicates that the periphery route would be the most accessible path
from each local area of the JLD. However, this route is inefficient due to its length while the
paths through the garden appear to be rather inaccessible in comparison.
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Fig.6 NAIN 2000: Normalized integration 2000m

Fig.7 NAIN 5000: Normalized integration 5000m
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Fig.8 NAIN n: Normalized integration global
Centers and sub-centers of activity are identified within JLD through the foreground integration
network - top 10% of values. Taken on global (Fig.8), regional 5km (Fig.7), and local 2km (Fig.6)
scales, the values were above 0.590, 0.961, and 1.116, respectively. There is observed change
in centrality seen in the diagrams (Fig.6-8). Hillier’s earlier mentioned study on centrality and the
movement economy (Hillier, 1996; Hillier et al., 1993) also indicated that foreground movement
structures depict central locations and how they spatially organize around movement. This
exploit spatial potentials of both to-movement and through movement in the urban grid, across
all scales (Hillier, 2009).
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Fig.8, Fig.9 Illustration of JLD sub-centers with location images.
On a global scale (Fig.8), the top 10% integration value of segments is concentrated around the
Eastern business and commercial district indicating the east business commercial district to be
the regional center. Local neighborhood structures begin to appear on the 5km scale (Fig.7) but
become the most pronounced at 2km (Fig.6). This is seen through the central clustering in the
north, south, east, and west neighborhoods of JLD. JLD can be viewed as local clusters of four
separate sub-centers structured around the eastern regional center (Fig.8; Fig.9). Choice routes
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on a walkable scale - under 2km, supports travel options within the perimeter of sub-centers
rather than facilitating regional connections. Therefore, sub-centers should be evaluated
individually to better understand their walkability.

Analysis: Neighborhood Identity

Fig.10 Population density divided by street segment.

Fig.11, Fig.12 Demographic data on types of dwelling (URA, 2016)
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Fig.13 Demographic data on population aged above 60 (URA, 2016)
By studying JLD subcenters, how can we establish a better understanding of their identity in
relation to spatial and movement networks? The accessibility of subcenters for pedestrians will
be assessed through the availability and distances to POIs and access to transportation
facilities. Cycling paths in JLD will also be evaluated to assess their convenience and safety.
The north and west sub-centers are the most populated areas of JLD, taken from a calculation
of population density based on segment length (Fig.10). Majority of the houses in JLD are high
rise private and public housing units (Fig.11; Fig.12), hence contributing to the high population
density in the north and west. When planning for land use, more amenities should be provided
for the larger population in these subcenters. While the age range of residents are mostly evenly
spread throughout, the north and west houses a slightly higher proportion of elderly residents
(Fig.13). Therefore, there is a need to improve existing pedestrian infrastructure and
accommodate for elderly needs - with more efficient and safer pedestrian routes.
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Accessibility to Amenities and Services

Fig.14 Mapped residential points (Onemap, 2021)

Fig.15, Fig.16 POI distances of Jurong East and North (respectively)

Fig.17, Fig.18 POI distances of Jurong South and West (respectively)
(Fig.15-18) measures distances between residential points (Fig.14) to their nearest POI. Key
daily commute points are identified such as schools, retail, train stations, markets, clinics, bus
stops and bicycle racks. Apart from clinics and retail points which are consistently within walking
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distance (less than 800m), distances to schools, train stations, markets and bicycle racks vary
greatly. The south is the most inaccessible (Fig.17), followed by the west (Fig.18) and north
(Fig.16). While the east is the most accessible, it mainly caters to regional or global travelers as
the center.

Accessibility to Public Transport

Fig.19 800m catchment from MRT exits, Fig.20 800m catchment from Bus Stops.
Currently, JLD is served by 3 train stations. In the 800m catchment, it is observed that there is
poor accessibility from most parts of JLD to these stations (Fig.19). This is especially so in the
far south and south-west residential areas. However, bus stops are well populated throughout
JLD (Fig.20) with regular bus services to various local and regional routes (LTA,2021). In
conclusion, due to the poorer accessibility to amenities in the residential regions of JLD, there is
a need to improve infrastructure and urban networks for regional pedestrian travel.
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Cyclist Infrastructure

Fig.20 Active mobility routes for cyclists and pedestrians mapped with vehicular speed limits

Fig.21,22,23 Observed infrastructural problems.
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Cycling paths have been highlighted and combined with road speed data (Fig.20). Paths around
the central periphery are built alongside high-speed routes of 70km/h. In addition, site visits
(Fig.21-23) reveal infrastructural problems along cycling routes. These problems include
bottlenecks that converge pedestrian and cyclist paths, making it unsafe. Routes around the
garden are also fenced, impeding access, and diminishing the potential of the central garden to
support regional connections. Streets are also difficult to cross due to large intersections and
high-speed vehicles. Therefore, it would be quite dangerous for both cyclists and pedestrians to
rely on these routes to travel between subcenters.

Findings and Discussion
The prior findings indicate that JLD is structured as four separate sub-centers with a central
eastern commercial district. The earlier hypothesis stated that areas with higher values of
choice and integration will be better connected to amenities and transport options - based on
the theory lived centrality (Hillier, 1996; Hillier et al., 1993). Therefore, future evaluations should
facilitate movement to and between sub-centers to support a vibrant pedestrian network.
Currently, this is impeded by the periphery road around the central garden. This can be
addressed by making the central garden more porous to connecting the various sub-centers.
Active travel can also be encouraged firstly, by introducing planned routes to increase choice
connections between sub-centers. Secondly, by reducing safety hazards - having clear divisions
between cyclists and pedestrians and reducing speed limits of parallel vehicular roads. These
suggestions will work towards facilitating local to global movement and accessibility to ensure
the success of a car-lite plan.
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Analysis (Proposal)

Fig.24 JLD planning proposal (URA, 2021)

Fig.25, Tengah planning proposal (URA, 2021)
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Fig.26 Tengah planned transit corridors (HDB,2021)
The following analysis will consider how well the proposed developments for JLD (Fig.24) and
Tengah (Fig.25) manage to address the earlier mentioned issues. The proposed in pedestrian
corridor in JLD (Fig.24) connects the southern subcenter to the east and west to facilitate
regional car-lite travel. Meanwhile, the new Tengah region is mostly residential with a central
commercial center, and a transport hub in the west (Fig.25). Tengah was planned to support
car-lite regional and global travel, with several pedestrian-only corridors (Fig.26).
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Fig.27 Existing NAIN 2000: Normalized integration 2000m

Fig.28 Proposal NAIN 2000: Normalized integration 2000m
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The above diagram analyzes the combined proposal for JLD-Tengah (Fig.28), depicting the top
10% of integration values. The integration values have risen from 1.116 to 1.140 in JLD
indicating that central clusters of the sub-centers have become more cohesive, generating
higher to-movement values compared to the current network (Fig.27). Clustering of centers
have also become more pronounced in the south-east, with the sub-center shifting to the new
pedestrian corridor. Meanwhile, problems arise in Tengah as its local center is located along the
residential areas rather than the commercial. Movement is being generated away from areas
which should be lived centers such as retail areas which would benefit from the movement
economy process (Hillier, 1996; Hillier et al., 1993). Therefore, considerations must be made to
either reposition Tengah’s commercial district or reconfigure routes to redirect movement to
places which would benefit from it.

Fig.29 Existing NACH 2000: Normalized choice 2000m
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Fig.30 Proposal NACH 2000: Normalized choice 2000m
Although there is a slight increase in the top 10% of choice values from 1.236 in the existing
(Fig.29) to 1.244 in the proposal for JLD(Fig.30). Visualization (Fig.30) show that the regional
choice roads have been fragmented. The garden periphery road no longer functions as well to
connect regional sub-centers, further isolating subcenters. Tengah also appears to be isolated,
functioning as an island. This is due to the severance of pedestrian connections caused by a
major highway. The northern residential areas in Tengah appear extremely disconnected from
its commercial center and transportation hub. Therefore, something should be done to address
the poor connections within Tengah and its surroundings. There is also an opportunity to create
meaningful pedestrian connections between Tengah and JLD to encourage active travel.

Redesign
Despite proposed redesigns to JLD, the overall neighborhood structure is still rather lacking in
supporting pedestrian walkability. To successfully transition to a car-lite plan, the following
points should be addressed:
-

Modify pedestrian networks to improve connections between JLD sub-centers.
Traffic cooling measures put in place to ensure a safe pedestrian environment.
Mixed use developments introduced in sub-centers to cater for more local amenities.

The current proposal for Tengah should also be addressed to optimize the current pedestrian
network and improve its connectivity:
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-

Develop neighboring connections through active mobility routes.
Reallocate land use to better correspond to movement network patterns.

This redesign mainly targets two vital locations - the central garden in JLD is used to facilitate
movement between sub-centers; and links are formed over the highway bisecting Tengah and
JLD. Traffic cooling routes are also suggested along key routes to optimize pedestrian and
cyclist safety, and land use is configured in Tengah and JLD to better support key movement
networks based on the theory of movement economies (Hillier, 1996; Hillier et al., 1993).

Fig.31 Proposal NACH 2000: Normalized choice 2000m
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Fig.32 Redesign NACH 2000: Normalized choice 2000m

Fig.33 Overall: Average NACH 2000 value comparison
Comparing the choice analysis of the redesigned regions (Fig.32) to the earlier proposal
(Fig.31) shows a much clearer foreground network connecting the sub-centers. The values of
these paths have also improved with the top 10% of choice value being above 1.258 compared
to 1.244 in the earlier proposal. New connections made in the south to the west and central
garden have led to an increase in the average choice value (Fig.33). This indicates that the JLD
has become much more accessible to the previously segregated southern subcenter. The north,
east and west are much less fragmented, while new routes through the central garden are
activated (Fig.32). Movement between sub-centers will now be facilitated by central routes
through the gardens, making it a more pleasant experience.
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Apart from the top 10% of choice routes, the average choice (Fig.34) of the central garden has
increased significantly, making it more permeable to its surrounding sub-centers. To reinforce
these new pedestrian networks, key routes have been optimized for safety by converting them
into single line pedestrian friendly roads. This means new traffic cooling measures are added
with larger paths allocated to pedestrian and cyclist movement (Fig.35), and vehicular lanes are
reduced.

Fig.34 Jurong Lake Garden: Average NACH 800 & 2000 value comparison

Fig.35 JLD Traffic cooling proposal
Additionally, Tengah’s choice routes are redesigned to be along its commercial center and
transportation hub. New routes also connect the south of Tengah to the JLD region across the
highway (Fig.32). The top 10% of choice values in Tengah improves to 1.224 from 1.195 in the
previous proposal. To address the land use issues (Fig.36), movement patterns seen from the
segment analysis (Fig.32) serve as an evidence-based approach to reallocating land use.
Based on the redesigned pedestrian networks, land use is reconfigured to better service
neighborhoods on a pedestrian scale (Fig.37). Commercial or mixed-use developments are
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relocated to areas with higher to and through movement to benefit from the movement
economy.

Fig.36 Original Tengah Master Plan (Onemap, 2021)

Fig.37 Redesigned Master Plan
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Conclusion
Summary
In conclusion, this piece of research firstly establishes regional urban configurations from
movement networks, identifying JLD’s main center and sub-centers. Neighborhood identity is
studied through pedestrian connectivity found in subcenters and spatial accessibility. Future
proposals are then assessed based on how well they addressed previously identified issues
such as the lacking pedestrian connectivity and safety. Therefore, the initial hypothesis that
areas with higher values of choice and integration allow for more ideal pedestrian networks is
proven to be true. However, this depends on how segments with higher values are structured.
Higher values of integration, when structured in central clusters indicate areas of higher tomovement. Therefore, this allowed us to identify centers to structure land use and amenities to
better serve pedestrian needs. Choice values on the other hand, indicate higher levels of
through movement between areas. Therefore, they should be structured to facilitate movement
between centers and sub-centers, allowing for more convenient routes and options. This
methodology is based on the theory of lived centrality which benefit from and attract movement
for healthy pedestrian ecosystems (Hillier, 1996; Hillier et al., 1993).

This project serves as a model of evidenced based research assessing existing urban
conditions and future proposals. It also methodologically approaches design, addressing prior
oversights. New developments, such as Tengah, can be used to improve and restructure
existing neighborhoods without much reconfiguration. In addition, under-utilized open spaces
such as the Jurong Gardens can be used to unite fragmented regions through redesign. The
prediction of movement through space syntax methodology serves as a powerful tool to
reconfigure built urban environments with minimal invasion to the overall identity of these
neighborhoods.

Future scope of research
This study could be more comprehensive to consider the larger public transport infrastructure,
along with a more nuanced understanding of origin - destination based movement. However,
this methodology still serves as an important tool in assessing the complexities in pedestrian
movement. In non-pandemic conditions, more in-depth research could be done through site
observations on movement patterns and interviews to understand the demographic of
pedestrians. Therefore, the scope of research could expand to testing this methodology on
other neighborhoods with more detailed data on various forms of transportation options to
evaluate the success of transitioning to a car-lite paradigm of planning. Furthermore, this
evidenced based methodology can also assess new theories of planning in any city
internationally from a top-down perspective.
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Appendix
Combined pedestrian and vehicular segment analysis (NACH & NAIN)
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Subcenter correlation (for levels of intelligibility)
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Distances from POI
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Age Demographics

Housing Demographics
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